
Experiment 9 I Light Reflection

Prep: 10 min.
Activity:20 min.

Overview
Experiment Students use mirrors to direct a beam of
light.

Key Concepts: Students will investigate properties of
light, understanding that light moves in straight lines
that can be redirected.

Lead-ln
lntroduce the concept of light by explaining that light
is what makes it possible for us to see. Light reflects
offobjects around us and enters our eyes, which send
signals to our brain. (We can't see in the dark because
there is no light being reflected offthe objects around
us.) Explain that light moves in straight lines, and when
it hits an object, its path is redirected.

Demonstrate with a small rubber ball and a tray or box lid. Roll the ball in a straight line
from one end to the other. Explain that this represents light moving in a straight line.
Now rollthe ball at an angle so that it hits the side of the tray and bounces in another
direction. Explain that when a beam of light hits an object, it is reflected and redirected
just like the ball. Roll the ball at a sharper angle so that it bounces back and forth
between the walls before hitting the opposite side. Explain that light can be redirected
many times as it bounces off various objects at different angles.
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O angle the space or shape formed where
two lines or surfaces meet

i beam a line of light coming from a
source (such as the sun or a headlight)

I light a bright form of energy that travels
through space

I reflect to throw back light, sound, or
heat that hits a surface
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Teacher Preparation

Lead-ln Materials:
. Rubber ball"
. Tray or box lid

TryThis! Materials:
. Translucent film in two
different colors

Prepare:
. Make copies of the

Experiment Sheet.

Note: For best results, have
students do the experiment
in a dark room.

"included in kit
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Exp€riment9 LightReflection

Tope the torget cord
to o woll.

Hove the mirrors foce
eqch other ot o slight
ongle.

Aim the floshlight at the
first mirror. Try to moke
the light move from one
mirror to the other ond
then fo the torget.

Move the mirrors ond
floshlight until the light
hits the torget.

Record your results.



Experiment 9: Light Reflection

Nome

Drow where you set up the mirrors ond floshlight.
Drow whot the light looked like.

I conclude thot I con chonge the direction of light
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Most objects absorb some

of the light waves that strike

them and reflect others. (The wavelength

of the reflected light waves determines

what color your eye will see.)The smooth,

silver surface of a mirror reflects almost

all light waves without scattering them,

creating a clear image. Light waves that

strike the mirror at an angle are reflected at

the same angle, producing an exact image.

I What does the light do? ln what
direction is it traveling?

I What happens if you move one
mirror? What happens if you
move both?

When I ,l saw

It was hard to

O What happens if you aim the flashlight
more to one side? What if you aim it
more up or down?

O How can you make the light hit both
mirrors and the target?
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Discussion Prompts g Questions

Sentence Frqmes
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Cov'er one of the mirrors with clear yellow film, and cover the other mirror with
clear blue film (or use other colors you may have). Have children light upthe target
us nE the flashlight and only one of the mirrors. What color do you see?Try it again

usinE only the second mirror. Then light up the target using both mirrors. Now

"', hat color do you see?
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